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Abstract - Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) is capablesto 
move steadilysand continuouslysalong its intrinsicsweight 
and altogethersfill the formwork, similarsin the existence of 
congestedsreinforcement,withoutscompaction,yalthoughs 
enduring homogeneitysof the concrete. Compaction is 
demandingsto be accomplishedsin circumstances as in 
Conventional Concrete (CC). Presentystudy deals with M25 
grade for Conventional Concrete (CC) and SelfyCompacting 
Concrete (SCC) both together bear waterycement ratioyof 
0.43. SelfyCompacting Concrete (SCC) is testedywithout 
glass fibers and with glassyfibers of different percentages as 
such 0.00%,y0.25%, 0.50%,y0.75%,y1%, 1.25% andy1.50% 
to the volumeyof concreteymix. Fly ash as constanty20% 
replacementyin cement, manufacturedysand isyused all 
through theyexperiment. Tests wereyorganized on 
workability,ystrength andydurability. ForyCC of workability 
likeySlump flowytest was carried.  SCC of fresh 
propertiesylike Slumpyflow and T50cm ,  J-box,yL-ring,yV-
funnel andyV-funnel at T5yminutes tests are done to SCC in 
freshystate for all differences, were withinythe limits 
prescribedyby EFNARC guidelines. Strengthycriteria and 
durabilityycriteria as per IS:y456-2000. Strength tests were 
organizedyfor CC andySCC of all differences such 
asyCompressive strength,ySplit tensile strength and 
durability tests like wateryabsorption and densityytests.  

 
Key Words: Self Compacting Concrete, Glass Fibers, 
Manufactured Sand, Fly Ash, Compressive Strength, Split 
Tensile Strength, Water Absorption, Density. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
 
SelfyCompacting Concrete (SCC) is oneyof the radical 
concrete that does not demand vibrationyfor placing 
andyconsolidation. It was developedyfirstly in Japanyin 
the delayedy1980. This type of concrete was crucial and 
was focus ahead by Okamurayat the time ofy1986. SCC 
basic experiment on concreteyworkability was 
performedyby ozawayand maekawayover 
theyuniversityyof Tokyo. To upgradeythe durability 
andyhomogeneity concerning concrete wasydeveloped 
iny1988 and firstydisclosed iny1989. Okamurayfound 

SCCyin Japan andypopularized, extensively practiced 
chiefly on pre-cast concrete due to cutback in its cost by 
Okamura andyOzawa in 1994. SCC can be accessed 
byyhiked content inypowder with lesser coarse aggregate 
asycorrespond to ConventionalyConcrete (CC); low water 
toypowder ratio, super plasticizer is used for the well-
being of theydevelopment of fine particles of ayimmense 
quantity. Here powder content resembles cement 
andyfiller together. Filler used in thisyexperiment was fly 
ash. Mineralyadmixture such as flyyash can be partially 
replaced byycement. Fly ash improves strengthyand 
durability characteristics ofyconcrete; it leads 
earlyystrength due to passive hydrationywhich intern 
hikes workabilityyin concrete. SCC is of brittleycriteria; 
even glass fibersyare added to SCC, this advance in the 
disseminationyof cracks. Super Plasticizer (SP) is of high 
rangeywater reducers and hikes theyfluidity by the 
sameyperiod. To overcomeybleeding Viscosity 
ModifyingyAgent (VMA) was used. As per modifiedyNan-
Su method SCCywas designed. The outcome of different 
percentages of glass fibers withyfly ash, on the 
characteristicsyof SCC have beenystudied along with the 
comparison ofyCC. Nan Suyet. al.,[1] this 
investigationymade the innovative mixydesign for SCC, in 
order to achieveyflowability, selfyconsolidating 
characteristics and other requiredySCC characteristics. 
Here voids of theyaggregates are packed by the pasteyof 
binders. Super plasticizers to be used are determined. 
Characteristics of freshystate like slump flow, U-box,yL-
flow and compressive strengthytests were well to check 
theyperformance of manufactured SCC. As it is simple to 
implement, saving cost, saves timeyconsuming and needs 
less quantityyof binders. Gonclavesyet. al.,[3] in this 
investigation, manufactured sand  is owing toyhigh fines, it 
commit for hikeyin plastic viscosity. There is no variation 
inyworkability as of riverysand, makes cement mortar 
ofy23% lower absorptive and hikes nearlyy23% of 
strength. The mechanical andydurability characteristics 
are recorded to beynotably enhanced by the use of 
manufactured sand. Dr S DeepayShri et al.,[4] in 
thisyresearch, main constituents such asycement, fly ash, 
manufacturedysand (M-sand) and coarseyaggregate made 
SCC. Different proportion fly ash and cement had been 
done, this freshystate properties are checked within 
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deadline ofyEFNARC. Here wateryabsorption hikes due to 
behavioryof fly ash and hikeypercentages as correlated to 
ConventionalyConcrete at the initialyages. During the 
mechanism ofyfly ash reaction takes place then there is 
noticeable hikeyin percentage of wateryabsorbed at 28 
days. Hike in percentageyof fly ash outcomes in a 
moderate cutback in sorptivity. As less fly ashycontent of 
15% noticed to getywater absorption byycapillaryyaction 
is virtually similar as ConventionalyConcrete. Aijaz 
AhmedyZende et al.,[5] did presentyresearch for SCC and 
did contrastywith Conventional Concrete. This study 
suggests that SCC gives good environment to overcome by 
placing and outcomeycomplication like segregation, 
honeyycombing and it does not commit consolidation. 
Enhance in the durabilityyand quality of concrete can be 
concluded. VilasyV Karjinni et al.,[6] in this study SCC of 
contrast mineralyadmixtures such as fly ash,ymetakaolin, 
etc, using Nan Suymethod and modifiedyNan Su method. 
Features of fresh andyhardened state of SCC are studied; 
requirement of this study is to know the behavioryof SCC 
with different percentages of fly ash asyfiller.  
VanitayAggarwal et al., [11] did study on SCC by 
partialyreplacement of cement from contrastypercentage 
of fly ash and studied strength contrast at early and 
laterystages of it. It is noticed that the minimizedywater 
binder ratio and hikeyin percentage of replacementyof fly 
ash, it influenceyhike in compressive strength. By this 
study 40% substitutionyis optimum and 
strengthycharacteristic at 28 days is more and it 
achieveyhigh strength at later age. SahanaySheril P T et 
al.,[12] did comparison on fresh andyhardened properties 
of M20 andyM30 grades of concreteymixes of SCC and 
Glass FiberyReinforced Self Compacting Concrete 
(GFRSCC). In this research Cem-FilyAnti-crack glass fiber 
was used. 25% of flyyash is replaced in cement for 
bothySCC and GFRSCC. 5ymix proportions ofySCC and 
GFRSCC of both M20 andyM30 grade concrete were done. 
Admixture used was GleniumyB233. The dosage 
ofyGlenium used for M30 and M20ygrade are 1.1% and 
1.2% respectively. Analyzing the specimen of 0.05%, 
0.1%,y0.15% andy0.20% of glass fibers on totalyvolume of 
mix makesyhike in compressive strength 
byy8.2%,y9.2%,y7.02% andy3.5% respectively than the 
SCC without glassyfibers, M20 gradeymixes and specimen 
with 0.05%,y0.1%,y0.15% andy0.20% of glass fibers has 
hikeyin compressive strength ofy5.1%,y7.1%,y5% and 
2.3% respectively. Split tensileystrength was developed 
ranging fromy3.7yMpa to 4.75yMpa for M20 grade and for 
M30ygrade from 4.53yMpa to 4.8yMpa. AshayDeepthi et 
al.,[17] investigations on CCyand SCC was done foryM30 
grade of concreteymix. CCyand SCC was designed byyIS 
code and NanySu method respectively. Admixture of 
flyyash with different percentages aty10%,y20% 
andy30% by using suitable dosageeyof super plasticizer 
and viscosityymodifying admixture. Fresh 
stateyproperties of SCC were checked. M30ygrade of SCC 
was designed withoutymineral admixture; it gives 

lessystrength when compared with CCyof M30ygrade of 
concrete mix. Fly ash aty30% in SCC appears the hikeyin 
compressive strength and split tensile strength aty30 % of 
fly ash. Thus, hike in compressive strength and split 
tensileystrength at 30% of fly ash in M30ygrade of SCC 
isy23.89% andy18.77% higher than that of SCC 
withoutyadmixture. MiaoyLiu et. al.,[18] in this 
studyymade contrast of CCyand SCC. SCC usually has more 
powderycontent than CC. Thus, it is required to substitute 
some of the cement byyfillers to achieve budgetary and 
durableyconcrete. 

2.PRESENTyWORK 

2.1 Objective andyScope 

The objectiveyof the presentywork is to study the physical 
and chemical properties of constituentymaterials of 
concrete. To study the fresh and hardenedystate 
properties of conventionalyconcrete and self 
compactingyconcrete of all dissimilarities.  

The scope of this study is to gain advanced good quality 
and durable concrete. To hike and enhance the 
alternatives in concrete constituents intern eradicate 
dangerous and waste material dumping like fly ash and 
glass fibers. 

2.2 MaterialyCharacterization 

2.2.1 Cement 

The cementyused in the presentywork was 53ygrade 
Ordinary Portland cement. The physical propertiesyof 
cement which were experimentallyydetermined in the 
current study areyshown in Table 1.  

Table -1: Physical Propertiesyof Cementyused 

PhysicalyProperties ValueyAchieved 

Demandyas per 

IS:y12269-

1987 

Specificygravity y3.15y - 

 Standardy 

consistency 
y30%y - 

Finenessyofycement 3% <y10% 

Initialysettingytime y49yminutesy >y30yminutes 

Finalysettingytime y197yminutesy <y600yminutes 
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2.2.2 ManufacturedySand as Fine Aggregate 

Manufacturedysand is smashed aggregate which is 
available in the ready mixyconcrete plant. The 
propertiesyof fine aggregate used in the currentystudy are 
shownyin Table 2. 

Table -2: PhysicalyProperties of FineyAggregate 

yPhysicalyPropertiesy yValueyAchievedy 

Specificygravity y2.61y 

Looseysandybulkydensity y1435yKg/m3y 

Compactedysandybulkydensity y1610yKg/m3y 

Packingyfactor y1.06y 

Wateryabsorption y3%y 

Modulusyofyfineness y3.41y 

yGradey 
Fit toygradingyzone 

IIyof IS:y383-1970 

 

2.2.3 CoarseyAggregate 

Coarse aggregate were collectedyfrom near 
quarryyplantywas Bagewadi, Belgaumy(District), 
Karnataka. The properties of coarseyaggregate used in the 
currentystudy are shownyin Table 3. 

Table -3: PhysicalyProperties of CoarseyAggregate 

yPhysical Propertiesy ValueyAchieved 

Looseyaggregateybulkydensity y1391 Kg/m3y 

Compactedyaggregateybulkydensity y1575 Kg/m3y 

yShapey yAngulary 

Specificygravity y2.65y 

Modulusyofyfineness y6.7y 

Packingyfactor y1.09y 

Wateryabsorption y1%y 

yGradey 

Fit to 

gradingyzoneyII 

of IS:y383-1970 

2.2.4 FlyyAsh 

Fly ashyused in the currentystudy was collected 
fromyRaichur Thermal PoweryStation (RTPS), Karnataka. 
The physical propertiesyof fly ashyare shown inyTable 4. 
Theychemical compositions of fly ash areyshown in Table 
5. 

Table -4: PhysicalyProperties of FlyyAsh 

PhysicalyProperties ValueyAchieved 

Specificygravity y2.1yy 

Modulus ofyfineness y2.5%y 

Normalyconsistency y31%y 

 

Table -5: ChemicalyComposition of FlyyAsh 

yCharacteristicsy 

RaichuryThermal Power 

StationyFly Ash 

Compositiony(%) 

ySiO2y y54y 

Absoluteysulfur as SO3y y0.40y 

yMgOy y1.20y 

Ignitionyloss y4y 

SiO2y +yFeO3 +yAl2O3 y87y 

Feasibleyalkali 

asysodium oxidey(Na2O) 
y2.16y 

 

2.2.5 ChemicalyAdmixture 

In theycurrent study, super plasticizer MYK 
RemicreteyPCy5 is used for conventionalyconcrete and for 
self compacting concrete MYKyRemicrete PCy20 was used. 
MYKyRemicrete PCy20 is not only a super plasticizer but 
also inyconjunction with viscosity modifyingyadmixture. 
The properties of super plasticizers are shownyin Table 6. 
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Table -6: Propertiesyof Super Plasticizer 

yPhysicaly 

Properties 

MYKyRemicrete  

PCy5 

MYKyRemicrete  

PCy20 

ySpecificy 

gravity 

y1.05 ±y0.05 aty 

270yC 

1.10y± 0.05 aty 

270yC 

yAppearancey 
Clearyto 

lightybrown 
Clearytoybrown 

yChloridey 

content 
Minimumy6.0 at 270y C 

yPHy yNil to BS:y5075 

 

2.2.6 GlassyFibers and Water 

Cem-FilyAnti-CrackyHP glass fibers areyused in the 
current study. Potableywater was used for mixing and 
curingythe concrete in fresh andyhardened state. 
Propertiesyof glass fibers are shownyin Table 7. 

Table -7: Propertiesyof Glass Fibers 

yPropertiesy yValuey 

Filamentydiameter 17yµ 

yLengthy 12ymm 

Aspectyratio y705.9y 

Elasticityymodulus 72yGpa 

Electricalyconductivity Veryylow 

Chemicalyresistance Veryyhigh 

Ignitionyloss y1%y 

Percentyelongation y2.3y 

ymoisturey y0.30%ymaximum 

Tensileystrength y1700yMpa 

yMaterialy Alkaliyresistance 

Specificygravity y2.68 g/cm3y 

 

 

Fig -1: AR (AlkaliyResistant) Glass Fibers 

2.3 Mix Proportionsyused 

The mixyproportions for conventionalyconcrete 
wereyattained at by carrying out mixydesign by using 
IS:y456-2000. For self compactingyconcrete mix design 
was performed by using modifiedyNan-Su method and 
suitably usingyEFNARC guidelines. The cement 
wasyreplaced by 20%yconstant fly ash in all theymixes of 
self compactingyconcrete. The percentages of glass fibers 
varyyfrom 0 toy1.5 percent byyvolume of concrete. The 
details of the different mixes used in the currentywork are 
shown in Table 8. 

2.4 FreshyConcrete Tests 

Workabilityytest for conventionalyconcrete was carried 
out as per IS:y456-2000 as shown in Table 9. Workability 
tests for self compacting concrete of all mixes was 
carriedyout as per EFNARCyare shown in Table 10. 

Contrastingyof  Table 10 with EFNARCyguidelines shows 
that all the mixes fulfill the workabilityyrequirements of 
selfycompacting concrete. 

2.5 CompressiveyStrength Tests 

The concrete in freshystate was filled in the cubeymoulds 
as per IS:y10086-1982 of size (150 × 150 ×y150)ymm was 
used. For conventionalyconcrete cube moulds wereyfilled 
into 4ylayers of concrete, eachylayer was rodded by 
25ytimes with theyhelp of tampingyrod and the 
topysurface was finished by the helpyof trowel. For 
selfycompacting concrete cubeymoulds were filled 
without compaction and finally the top surface 
wasyfinished with the trowel.  The CCyand SCC specimens 
were left foryhardening upto 24 hours. By using 
compressionytesting machine applying load aty200 tons, 
practicing as per IS:y516-1959 at 3,y7 andy28 days tests 
was carriedyout. The resultsyare shown in Tabley11 and 
plottedyin chart 1. The number withinyparentheses in 
Table 11 designatesythe percentage of  hike in strength 
relative toyreference mix.  
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MixyCode 
MixyProportiony(Kg/m3) 

W/CyRatio SPy(%) 
GlassyFibers 

(%) 
yCy yFy yFAy yCAy 

yCC1y y366.51y - y699.17y y1208.72y y0.43y y1y - 

ySCC2y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y0y 

ySCC3y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y0.25y 

ySCC4y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y0.50y 

ySCC5y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y0.75y 

ySCC6y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y1y 

ySCC7y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y1.25y 

ySCC8y y360.71y y72.28y y938.63y y772.54y y0.43y y0.8y y1.50y 

 

 

 

 
 

Table -8: Mix ProportionsyUsed 

 

 

 
 

Table -9: FreshyConcrete Test Results of ConventionalyConcrete 

 

 

 
 

MixyCode SlumpyFlow SuperyPlasticizery(%) 

yCC1y y90 mmy y1y 

 

 

 
 

Table -10: FreshyConcrete Test Resultsyof SCC withoutyand with Glass Fibers 

 

 

 
 

MixyCode 

yGlassy 

Fibers 

(%) 

Slump

yFlow 

(mm) 

T50cmy

Slump 

Flowy

(mm) 

J-ringy(mm) 
yL-box 

y(h2/h1) 
U-boxy(mm) 

yV-funnely 

y(sec)y 

V-funnelyT5 

minutes (sec) 

ySCC2y 0y y700y y3y y3y y0.83y y3y y7y y9y 

ySCC3y y0.25y y695y y3y y4y y0.84y y5y y8y y10y 

ySCC4y y0.50y y689y y3y y5y y0.85y y7y y9y y11y 

ySCC5y y0.75y y685y y4y y7y y0.86y y8y y10y y12y 

ySCC6y y1y y680y y4y y7y y0.88y y10y y11y y13y 

ySCC7y y1.25y y677y y5y y8y y0.89y y12y y12y y14y 

ySCC8y y1.50y y673y y5y y9y y0.90y y15y y12y y15y 
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Fig -2: CompressiveyStrength TestySet up 

Table -11: CompressionyTest Results ofyCC, SCC without 
and withyGlass Fibers 

 

Chart -1: 3,y7 andy28 days Compressive Strength of CC, 
SCC without andywith Glass Fibers 

FromyTable 11 and chart 1, the followingyobservations 
are made: 

 Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes the 3 days 
compressive strength by 11% toy30%. 
Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes they7 days 
compressive strength by 10% toy22%. 
Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes they28 days 
compressive strength by 8% to 19%. The 
compressive strength of 3,y7 andy28 days of SCC 
with glass fibers areyoptimum at a fiber 
percentage =y1%.  
 

 The compressive strength ofySCC2 is less than 
SCC of all percentageyvariation of glass fibers. 
Thus, compressive strength of CC1yis less than all 
theymixes of SCC. 

2.6 Split TensileyStrength Tests 

The concrete in freshystate of conventionalyconcrete was 
filled into cylinders by 4ylayers; eachylayer was rodded by 
25ytimes with the help of tampingyrod. But, in self 
compacting concrete without anyycompaction of concrete. 
For CCyand SCC top surface was finishedywith the trowel. 
The cylindrical moulds of size 150 mm diameter ×y300 
mm height wereycasted. The CC and SCC specimens were 
left for hardening uptoy24 hours. By using 
compressionytesting machine applying load aty200 tons, 
practicing as per IS:y516-1959 at 3,y7 andy28 days tests 
was carriedyout.  

yMix 

yCodey 

CompressiveyStrength (N/mm2) 

3ydays 7ydays 28ydays 

yCC1y 

(Ref. 

Mix) 

y12.73y y23.74y y34.27y 

ySCC2y 14.10y(10.76%) 26.12y(10.03%) 37.05y(8.11%) 

ySCC3y 14.67y(15.24%) 26.82y(12.97%) 38.02y(10.94%) 

ySCC4y 15.29y(20.11%) 27.47y(15.71%) 38.91y(13.54%) 

ySCC5y 15.88y(24.74%) 28.23y(18.91%) 39.76y(16.02%) 

ySCC6y 16.50y(29.62%) 28.92y(21.82%) 40.70y(18.76%) 

ySCC7y 16.10y(26.47%) 28.32y(19.29%) 40.10y(17.01%) 

ySCC8y 15.80y(24.17%) 27.76y(16.93%) 39.50y(15.26%) 
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Fig -2: SplityTensile Strength Test Setyup 

The resultsyare shown in Tabley12 andyplotted in chart 2. 

Table -12: SplityTensile Strength Test Results of CC,ySCC 
without and withyGlass Fibers 

Mixy 

Codey 

SplityTensileyStrength (N/mm2) 

3ydays 7ydays 28ydays 

yCC1y

(Ref. 

Mix) 

y1.43y y2.65y y3.89y 

SCC2y 1.56y(9.09%) 2.91y(9.81%) 4.41y(13.37%) 

SCC3y 1.70y(18.88%) 3.10y(16.98%) 4.57y(17.48%) 

SCC4y 1.75y(22.38%) 3.25y(22.64%) 4.69y(20.57%) 

SCC5y 1.83y(27.97%) 3.32y(25.28%) 4.76y(22.37%) 

SCC6y 1.90y(32.87%) 3.44y(29.81%) 4.88y(25.45%) 

SCC7y 2.02y(41.26%) 3.50y(32.08%) 5.04y(29.56%) 

SCC8y 1.96y(37.06%) 3.35y(26.42%) 4.91y(26.22%) 

The numberywithin parenthesesyin Table 12 
designatesythe percentage of hike in strength relative 
toyreference mix. 

 

Chart -2: 3,y7 andy28 days Split Tensile Strength ofyCC, 
SCC without andywith Glass Fibers 

FromyTable 12 and chart 2, the followingyobservations 
are made: 

 Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes they3 days 
split tensile strength by 9% to 41%. 

 Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes they7 days 
split tensile strength by 10% to 32%. 

 Additionyof glass fibers to SCC hikes they28 days 
split tensile strength by 13% to 30%. 

 The splitytensile strength of 3,y7 andy28 days of 
SCC with glass fibers are optimumyat a fiber 
percentagey= 1.25%. 

 The splitytensile strength ofySCC2 is less 
thanySCC of all percentageyvariation of glass 
fibers. Thus, split tensile strength of CC1yis less 
than all theymixes of SCC. 

2.7 WateryAbsorption Tests 

The CCyand SCC specimens having size (150 × 150 ×y150) 
mm cubes wereycasted. The 28 days curedyspecimens 
was oven dried at temperature ofy1050 C till the 
constantyweight was achieved. After cooling 
cubeyspecimens to roomytemperature its weight 
wasynoticed. Next, specimens were immersedyin water. 
These specimens were taken from water andyweighed at 
routine period. The mechanism was continuedytill the 
weight of specimen found to be 
constanty(fullyysaturated). The weight change between 
water saturatedysample and oven driedyweight is the 
Saturated WateryAbsorption (SWA). The results 
areyshown in Table 13 andyplotted in chart 3. 
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Table -13: Percentage ofyWater Absorbed yResults for 
Various Mixes 

MixyCode 
Percentageyof Water 

Absorbedyiny28 days 

yCC1y y1.54y 

ySCC2y y1.40y 

ySCC3y y1.34y 

ySCC4y y1.29y 

ySCC5y y1.20y 

ySCC6y y1.16y 

ySCC7y y1.09y 

ySCC8y y1.02y 

 

 

Chart -3: Percentage ofyWater Absorption toyVarious 
Mixes 

FromyTable 13 and chart 3, the followingyobservations 
are made: 

 The percentage ofywater absorbed iny28 days 
goes on decreasesyas the percentage of glass 
fiberyincreases. This is due to theypresence of 
Zirconiay(ZrO2) in glass fiber is responsibleyfor 
lowyabsorption of water. 
 

 The percentage of wateryabsorbed iny28 days by 
conventionalyconcrete is slightly more thanyall 
the mixes of SCC. 

2.8 DensityyTests 

The CCyand SCC specimens having size (150y× 150 × 150) 
mm cubes wereycasted and tested at 28 days. Density 
ofyCC and SCC was determined byymass per unityvolume 
of concrete. The density ofyconcrete is 
directlyyproportional to theystrength of concrete. The 
results areyshown in Table 14 andyplotted in chart 4. 

Table -14: Density ofyConcrete Results foryVarious Mixes 

MixyCode 
Density of Concretey(Kg/m3) 

28ydays 

yCC1y y2325.93y 

ySCC2y y2353.48y 

ySCC3y y2356.74y 

ySCC4y y2380.44y 

ySCC5y y2405.33y 

ySCC6y y2439.70y 

ySCC7y y2478.81y 

ySCC8y y2499.26y 

 

 

Chart -4: Density ofyConcrete toyVarious Mixes 
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FromyTable 14 and chart 4, the followingyobservations 
are made: 

 The Density ofyconcrete iny28 days goes on 
increases as the percentage of glassyfiber 
increases. This is due to the specificygravity of 
glass fibersyobtained in the presentywork is 
higherythan that of aggregatesyspecific gravity. 
 

 The density ofyconcrete iny28 days 
byyconventional concrete is less than all 
theymixes ofySCC. 
 

3.CONCLUSIONS 

Based on theypresent work the followingyconclusions are 
arrived: 

 The SCCydeveloped compressive strength ranging 
from 14.10 to 16.50 Mpa at the end ofy3 days, 
from 26.12 to 28.92 Mpa at the end ofy7 days and 
from 37.05 to 40.70 Mpa at theyend of 28 days 
and CC developedycompressive strength of 12.73 
Mpa, 23.74 Mpa and 34.27 Mpa at 3,y7 andy28 
days respectively. 

 The compressive strength of 3,y7 andy28 days of 
SCC with glass fibers areyoptimum at a fiber 
percentagey= 1%.  

 The SCCydeveloped split tensile strength 
rangingyfrom 1.56 to 2.02 Mpa at theyend of 3 
days, from 2.91 to 3.50 Mpa at the end ofy7 days 
and from 4.41 to 5.04 Mpa at the end ofy28 days 
and CC developed compressive strength of 1.43 
Mpa, 2.65 Mpa and 3.89 Mpa at 3,y7 andy28 days 
respectively. 

 The split tensile strength of 3,y7 andy28 days of 
SCC with glass fibers are optimumyat a fiber 
percentagey= 1.25%.  

 The presence ofyZirconiay(ZrO2) in glassyfiber is 
responsibleyfor low absorption ofywater. Thus, 
the percentage of wateryabsorbed iny28 days 
goes on decreases, rangingyfrom 1.40 to 1.02% as 
the percentage of glass fiberyincreases. 
Butyconventional concrete is 1.54% of water 
absorption which is slightly more than all 
theymixes of SCC. 

 The specificygravity of glass fibers obtained in the 
presentywork is higher than that of 
aggregatesyspecific gravity. The Density 
ofyconcrete iny28 days goes on increases, ranging 
from 2353.48 to 2499.26yKg/m3 as the 
percentage of glass fiberyincreases. However, 
density ofyconcrete iny28 days byyconventional 
concrete is 2325.93 Kg/m3 which is less than all 
the mixesyof SCC. 

 In all aboveycases, the strengthyof SCC is higher 
than CCybecause of additionyof super plastisizer 
inySCC to maintain flowability gives 
properycompaction of concrete whichyenhance 
all properties ofySCC. Also the addition of flyyash 
in SCC improvesymicrostructure of concrete that 
alsoyhelpful to enhance allymechanical properties 
with theydurability of concrete. Use of fly ash 
reducesythe consumption ofycement due to 
which CO2 emulsionyin manufacturingyprocess is 
also reduced. Byyadding fly ash the 
disposalyproblem is neglected whichyreduces air 
pollution andyland pollution. 
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